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1. Introduction 
Variable network delays cause VoIP packets to arrive at the base station transmitter with some delay jitter. In the 
presence of this jitter, VoIP packets are not necessarily available every 20 ms for transmission on the downlink. 
Robust VoIP design requires the ability to meet VoIP latency requirements in the presence of delay jitter, and 
hence, this contribution proposes a delay jitter model for the DL VoIP traffic modeling to be included in the 
Evaluation Methodology [1]. 

2. Network Delay Jitter  
It is possible to define several types of delay jitter [2][3]: 

a) Constant delay jitter. This is the roughly constant portion of the delay jitter, or in other words a fixed 
delay added to each packet.  

b) Transient jitter. This is characterized by large delays that may occur for only a one packet. Examples of 
such causes of jitter are system packet scheduling, CPU congestion, routing table updates and timing 
drift. 

c) Short term delay variation. This occurs due to changing routes and may be accompanied by an increase 
in packet to packet delay variation. This type of packet delay occurs for multiple packets. This type of 
delay jitter is also commonly associated with network congestion.  

Sources of VoIP packet arrival jitter is well documented, and the reader if referred to [2][3] for further 
information.  

The presence of delay jitter is a significant consideration in wireless system design.  System design must be 
sufficiently robust to meet the delay requirements under considers VoIP delay jitter. This contribution proposes 
a simulation model based on studies from [4]-[6], and similar that proposed in [7]. 

 

3. Simulation Model 
A suitable approximate model for the VoIP delay jitter arrival is to model the jitter delays with a Laplacian 
distribution, which is given by: 
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where α is the mean of the jitter process and 2/2σβ = , where 2σ  is the variance. These delays are applied 
to the regular frame intervals for VoIP generation (which is commonly 20ms). 

For the purposes of air interface evaluation, the contribution of constant delays are not important, and hence, α 
= 0 for purposes of this model in the evaluation methodology. Considering values for parameters and delays 
suggested in [2][4][5][7], a value of  β  = 5 ms is proposed for modeling delay jitter in the VoIP traffic model. In 
order to limit the complexity in simulating packet arrivals with delay jitter, we also suggest limiting the packet 
arrivals to range of  -60 ms ≤ x ≤ 60 ms. 
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5. Proposed Text 
  

The following modifications are required to the current Evaluation Methodology [1]: 

 

1) Modifying text on page 103, lines 6-7: 

 

“…model is assumed to be updated at the speech encoder frame rate R=1/T, where T is the encoder 
frame duration (typically, 20 ms). Packets are generated at time intervals T+ τ, where τ is the network 
packet arrival delay jitter. During the active state, packets of fixed sizes are generated at these 
intervals, while the model is updated at regular frame intervals.  a regular interval.” 
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2) Modifying text on page 104, line 40: 

 

“Without header compression, an AMR payload of 33 bytes is generated in the active state every 20 + 
τ  ms and an AMR payload of 7 bytes is generated in the inactive state every 160 + τ ms. “ 
 
 
3) Modify text on page 105, line 19: 

 

“…fixed sizes will be generated at a fixed intervals of T+τ seconds, where T is the VoIP frame interval 
of 20 ms, and τ is the DL network delay jitter. For the reverse link, τ is equal to 0. As the range of the 
delay jitter is limited to 120 ms, the model may be implemented as packet arrivals at times T+τ’ 
seconds, where τ’ = τ + 60 ms and is always positive.    Hence, both the datagram size and datagram 
arrival intervals are fixed within a packet call. Error! Reference source not found. shows 
parameters associated with the VoIP traffic model.” 
 
 
4) Adding row to Table 31 at line 23 of page 105: 

 
Component Distribution Parameters PDF 

Active state duration  Exponential  Mean = 1 second   f x = λ e− λ x, x≥0 
λ=1/ Mean  

Inactive state duration  Exponential  Mean = 1.5 second. f x = λ e− λ x, x≥0 
λ=1/ Mean 

Probability of transition from 
active to inactive state  

N/A  0.02 N/A  

Probability of transition from 
inactive to active state  

N/A  0.0133 N/A  

Packet arrival delay jitter 
(Downlink only) 

Laplacian β = 5 ms 
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